A molecular dynamics study of the C-terminal fragment of the L7/L12 ribosomal protein. II. Effects of intermolecular interactions on structure and dynamics.
The crystallographic dimer of the C-terminal fragment (CTF) of the L7/L12 ribosomal protein has been subjected to molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. A 90 picosecond (ps) trajectory for the protein dimer, 19 water molecules and two counter ions has been calculated at constant temperature. Effects of intermolecular interactions on the structure and dynamics have been studied. The exact crystallographic symmetry is lost and the atomic fluctuations differ from one monomer to the other. The average MD structure is more stable than the X-ray one, as judged by accessible surface area and energy calculations. Crystal (non-dimeric) interactions have been simulated in another 40 ps trajectory by using harmonic restraints to represent intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The conformational changes with respect to the X-ray structure are then virtually suppressed. The unrestrained dimer trajectory has been scanned for cooperative motions involving secondary structure elements. The intrinsic collective motions of the monomer are transmitted via intermolecular contacts to the dimer structure. The existence of a stable dimeric form of CTF, resembling the crystallographic one, has been documented. At the cost of fairly small energy expenditure the dimer has considerable conformational flexibility. This flexibility may endow the dimer with some functional potential as an energy transducer.